
The Big Picture: Trying to Scare People Into Being Vaxxed 
Is Part of the Plan to Ruin the Middle Class 

 I have been going to rallies to support the nurses who refuse to be vaxxed, and am also talking 
to teachers who will not be vaxxed.  I have been telling people that this is all a big game of chicken 
going on.  Think about it!  If it were really dangerous for the teachers and nurses to not be vaxxed 
because they are working with patients and students, then, instead of giving them a delayed drop-dead 
date to be vaxxed or be fired, why aren’t Governor Nuisance and the soulless corporations telling 
everyone, “You must be vaxxed by start of work next week!”  They are not doing that.  Why? !

Because this is just a big game of chicken. 
  So, call their bluff!  Just keep working and do NOT quit!  !

And, as usual, follow the money!	
 The evil people must get everyone vaxxed NOW, so they don’t lose any money paying out on 
insurance claims!  While the vaxx is experimental, insurance companies do not have a legal duty to 
cover anything – deaths, injuries, disability, if the insured took an experimental vaxx!  They can and 
will deny all claims from anyone who took the injection, saying whatever happened was a side effect! !
 Insurance companies LOVE having the vaxx being experimental!  They will deny coverage for 
anything that happens to someone who got the vaxx -- and they will make YOU, the insureds, disprove 
that what happened was from the vaxx!  That requires hiring attorneys (if you can even find one!), and 
will cost tons of money in attorney’s fees that people do not have!  As an attorney, I have seen exactly 
this kind of thing happen!  Just kiss all life & death benefits away if you take this experimental vaxx! !
 In other words, this is all part of the plot to destroy the middle class!  It is the middle class, 
using some of their limited assets, who buy insurance policies to try to protect their families.   !
 So the interlocking directorships who run both the insurance industry and the other 
corporations are all pushing to keep the vaxx experimental, while also pushing employees to take 
the vaxx while it is still experimental.  This is a huge conspiracy, so huge people can’t even see it! !!

The Delay Between the Threat of Being Fired and the Actual 
Drop-Dead Date Is Also to Give Your So-Called Friends, 

Relatives and Perfect Strangers Time to Pressure You, Too !
   Even before COVID-19 officially hit, the CDC had been developing psychological warfare 
techniques to pressure people to take these injections.  There were about 20 techniques, e.g., “Don’t 
you want to protect other people?”  (Answer: “No, I want to protect myself and my dependents!”) !
 OMG, since when did so many relatives, friends and perfect strangers think they have the right 
to tell you what to do with your own body? Or to ask you, “Have you been vaxxed?  If not, why not?”  
There are some funny videos showing how to deal with these busybodies.  Here are a few possibilities: 
 When asked anything inappropriate, just say “That’s an interesting question,” and say no more.  
Or smile mysteriously.  Or ask another inappropriate question, “Do you have herpes?”  Or ask, “Have 
you read the newest books on this topic, like ‘Ending Plague’? Or any primary sources of information, 



instead of third-hand reports in the newspapers? I gather you haven’t!” Or “I had COVID-19, so I have 
innate immunity, which is better than vaxxed immunity, because there’s no yucky shedding!” !

Bottom Line: Just Say No and Do Not Quit!


